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ICE AURORA CONTRACT DETENTION CENTER 

ACCOUNTABILITY REPORT 

ELECTRONIC REQUEST 

Date: ______________________________________________________ 
DAY MONTH YEAR 

Requested by: ______________________________________________________ 
NAME POSITION 

Transmitted by: 

______________________________________________________ 
NAME POSITION

Were electronic files sent? 

YES □ NO □ 

How many people are currently being cohorted/quarantined due to sickness? 

Number of people currently cohorted/quarantined due to sickness: 

 FORMAL COUNTS: 2.8 V. A. 

How many people were most recently formally counted in this facility? 

Number of people most recently formally counted in the facility:  

How many people formally counted in this facility describe themselves as the following gender? 

Female:  

Male:  

Nonbinary:  

Prefer not to say: 

17 June 2020

Kevin Vargas, Constituent Liaison

Christopher Jones, AOC

3/91

*See supplemental notes
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15

388

N/A

N/A
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How many people formally counted in this facility describe themselves as transgender? 

Number of people that describe themselves as transgender: 

How many people have been brought into the facility this week?  

Number of people brought into the facility this week: 

How many people have left the facility this week? 

Number of people who left the facility this week: 

How many people and where did those who left the facility go? 

Released into community:  

Formally removed from the United States: 

Moved to other facility:  

Other _____________:  

How many people are currently being housed in the Annex? 

Number of people who are being housed in the Annex: 

Female: 

Male: 

DOCUMENTS RECEIVED:
Daily Kitchen Opening and Closing Checklists 

RECEIVED □ NOT RECEIVED □ 
Daily Foods Production Service Records 

RECEIVED □ NOT RECEIVED □ 
Temperature Logs 

RECEIVED □ NOT RECEIVED □ 
Law and Leisure Library Logs 

RECEIVED □ NOT RECEIVED □ 
Medical Staffing Update 

RECEIVED □ NOT RECEIVED □ 

COVID-19 CONFIRMED CASES*: 
Detainees:

ICE Employees:

GEO Employees:

*All reports concerning infectious disease are confirmed with the Tri-County Health Department and/or the Aurora Fire Department

New Cases this week : Total:

6

21

25

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

37

15

22

0 2

3 9

2 16

**See supplemental notes
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SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES:  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KITCHEN DOCUMENTS:
Menu provided, see attached documents 

MEDICAL:  

Warden Choate provided the weekly update on medical staffing as of June 17th 2020 

1-Health Services Administrator
1-Assistant Health Services Administrator
14-RN's
13-LPN's
3 -Medical Doctors,(1) Full time, (2) Temps  
2-PA's 
1-Psychologist
1-Licensed Clinical Social Worker
3-Medical Records Clerks
1-X-ray tech
4-tele-psychiatrist
2-Dentists- 40 hours a week total
1-Dental Assistant
4-Agency RN's

LAW LIBRARY: 
Documents were provided. We can't release documents since A#'s and names of detainees 
are shown. Dates from 6/8-6/13 were provided. Each dorm averaged from 2-4 detainees 
accessing the library. 

COUNTS: 
25 detainees in Restrictive Housing Unit. Crow staff requested the further information 
on the reasons (administrative vs. behavioral) but did not receive a response at the 
time of posting this report.

TEMPERATURE CHECKS:
Documents attached. 

Congressman Crow's office confirms with TCHD and AFD about new COVID-19
positive cases. 

COVID-19 UPDATES:
2 Confirmed ICE staff members on ice.gov as of 6/22/20
14 Confirmed Detainees on ice.gov as of 6/22/20
**Per required GEO reporting to local agencies 6/19/20: 
Aurora Fire Rescue received an update from the GEO Facility Administrator related 
to COVID 19. (3) GEO employees that have tested positive (all three (3) are 
asymptomatic and are isolating at home) (2) new detainees have tested positive for 
the virus and they are in medical isolation.

This has not been confirmed on ice.gov  
 
All of the detainees that have tested positive for COVID19 have recovered and 
were either released from the facility or placed back in the general population, 
except for the two (2) new cases which are mentioned above.
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*COHORT: 
Aurora North A1 (38), A4 (43), E2 (10)  

Per ICE: Taking precautionary measures

Crow staff requested further information to clarify these cohorts and state whether or not 
these detainees were in cohort due to COVID or other infectious diseases but did not 
receive a response at the time of posting this report 

CLEANING PRODUCTS: 
Crow's staff requested how many times does GEO or ICE use disinfectant on the facility. If 
they are also using HDQ Neutral disinfectant 

Per ICE: 
The cleaning product that is used is called HALT and it is manufactured by Spartan Chemical 
Company. The product is diluted to 1:64 using a chemical dilution station, which is an 
electronic device to ensure human error is avoided. All volunteer cleaning crews are trained 
in its use and are supplied PPE including masks, gloves and safety goggles. The product is 
used 3 times daily.
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